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GRÖSSLING
Bratislava should have its own bath
culture, different from the existing
well-known traditions like the Turkish,
Hungarian and so on. The Grössling
complex has some special features
already now, since it is located in the
historic centre of the capital, in a
definitely urban context, taking up
almost one third of an entire block. The
level of urbanity is exceptional here
and that will be coupled with an
unusual combination of functions as
required in the competition brief.

The new, enlarged bath / library
“hybrid” could be a city within the
city, as complex as the surroundings
around it. Cities are layered in every
direction, they are composed of streets
and squares, buildings and all kind of
yards, underground spaces and roofs,
built and unbuilt areas. Could we have
all of this within one? We believe the
answer is yes, especially in case of this
truly sociable function.

Due to the incorporation of the library,
the Grössling will be an important
cultural institution where bathing and
healing, relax, education, socialization,
and all sort of public activities are (or
can be) present at the same time and
all of them will intertwine. The
architecture of the building will not be
good enough if this whole ensemble
cannot somehow go beyond general
multifunctionality.

Therefore we would like to offer
different kind sensory experiences
within the complex: in our design
varied combinations of water (cold,
warm or hot), light (dark, dimmed or
shiny), greenery and air (breeze,
scents) provide pleasant atmosphere
for all.

The most important part of our concept
is to insert three new units into
existing fabric:

One interactive zone, the heart in the
middle that is vertical from the “cave”
up to the sky (rooftop bar and pool with
glass bottom). Everything is connected
here, every layer, every functional unit
and every level. Misty and vague
basement, sunny deck on top and a
lively ground floor for social life.

GRÖSS/LINKS
The original buildings has to be
renovated and renewed. Their
horizontal extension is inevitable
because of the insufficient spatial
capacity, however this will improve the
inner functional connections between
the right now separate parts. We
weaved them together in order to have
real circulation inside. The involvement
of the adjoining park - where we
doubled the green area - at Medená
street in the scheme will provide
another link with the town.

On the other hand the separation of
zones (interactive and resting) should
not be bothering or too strict so our
system can be operated in many ways.
There are three entrances and the
wings / network of units can be closed
or opened together. The placement of
the new elevator and staircase block in
the middle allows several different
arrangements and combinations. The
upper floor flats facing the river were
kept, with the artist’s residences on 4th
floor they are the “icing on the (hybrid)
cake”.
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Plus one simple addition in order to
complete the Medená street wing that
has direct access to courtyard no. 1, so
indoor and outdoor events are both
possible here and this green wall
protected yard will belong to the library
too.

One fill-in at Kupelná street that is
made of light and air, where the former
boiler room (now greenhouse bath),
the new atrium with a small inland and
the “beach” with its saltwater pool are
united. Part of the pool is deep enough
for swimmers, and the double glass
street façade is made of a one meter
wide green house that can filter light
and air.

The greenery plays an important role in
our concept. Apart from the different
green walls (courtyard no. 1, roof
terraces, Kupelná) and green roofs, we
would like to have as much green
inside as possible.
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 the double glass street façade is made of a one meter wide green house that can filter light and air
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